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Abstract 
 
To say that music reflects ones emotional states and serves as a solution to understand ones inner 
self can be seen as cliché, however only by those never affected by it. Roles of music may vary, 
although some remain the same globally - its purpose is to bring joy. As simplistic as it seems, it 
takes an extensive process of critical analysis on many levels to come to the above conclusion. This 
process is the main goal of my work. 
Gone are the times of hermetic subcultures; globalisation of today’s world also affected the music. 
Merging genres is a common phenomenon; an extension of two emotional states from two opposite 
sides of one spectrum. Millennial generations raised in two different worlds- for example Eastern 
and Western Europe- tend to explore the past in order to be able to understand ‘the now’ and to 
recognise where to go in the future. One of the ways of the above mentioned exploration is music, 
or to be more precise, music revivalism. 
 
Introduction 
 
The following work focuses on the analysis of Carpathian folk music and its applications in a broad  
post-rock style. Using ten compositions, 45 minutes of music and 8,000 words, I explore the 
possibilities regarding how Carpathian folk music influences my own music and, by extension, 
answer the following question: How can Carpathian folk music be used by contemporary artists? As 
a guitarist coming from a rock background, I am aiming to rely on tools that I am familiar with and 
apply the idea of recontextualisation by featuring elements characteristic of Carpathian folk music, 
which is a sub-genre of Polish Folk Music. Each piece is a sonic experiment with its own character 
and distinguishing elements. Due to the mostly instrumental arrangements, creative production and 
unusual structures, my work has a hint of a soundtrack record, which—despite its eclecticism—
makes the album sound consistent. Why was just as important as how.  
 
I will contemplate Carpathian folk and revivalism for several reasons. First and foremost, this project 
is a way of exploring my own identity as a Polish immigrant rock musician. I was born and raised in 
Polish Carpathian Mountains, however, my grandfather’s family is originally from Ukraine, and my 
great grandmother was Slovakian. From the age of 10 until 21, I changed my place of residence five 
times; it is hard to find one’s own identity in always-changing environments. This project is not so 
much about settling the past but is more about trying to understand it deeply from the perspective 
of Carpathian folk music and its story in this region. I want to express the content pushed to my 
subconsciousness. To summarise, the first spark of inspiration for my album came from a non-
musically-related motivation. Moreover, the idea of blending of folk styles with modern technologies 
is artistically challenging and satisfying. Having all the knowledge we have today and endless 
technological possibilities, I want to experiment with the two opposite sides of the spectrum. 
 
This thesis consists of a historical and musicological analysis of Carpathian folk. Before listening to 
Carpathian-related music records, I focused on ethnographic and sociological research about Polish 
folk and folklore life. I will look into resources reaching as far back as the 1860s all the way to 
contemporary newspapers related strictly to folklore life. I will use several different sources to 
compare opinions on revivalism of folk music in Carpathia and the issue of revivalism and ‘invented 
tradition’ (Hobsbawm and Ranger, 1992). Then, with the theoretical knowledge, I talk about folk and 
Carpathian folk-inspired recordings from many genres. Modern rock derived from folk music is an 
especially popular practice and my purpose was to find how other bands have used it and whether 
the inspiration was the instrumentation, harmony, or song structures. I also talk about artists whose 
music contains elements often strictly found in Carpathian folk. With all this knowledge, I will 
analyse my own compositions within the context of Carpathian folk-inspired post-rock and draw a 
conclusion on the matter of authenticity of performance in the context of reinventing tradition. 
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The music album I have created contains 10 tracks varying in style, instrumentation and texture, but 
they all have one shared mission statement; with my rock background, the aim was to capture the 
spirit of a live performance in the studio and enrich it with contemporary production. A keyword 
here is juxtaposition. Most of the material was recorded by myself, however, I also invited musicians 
from Poland and England who play instruments popular in Carpathian folk. I was inspired by Mikolaj 
Trzaska’s approach to recording Polish folk music with international musicians. Interestingly, when 
choosing musicians for his folk-oriented albums, he would be guided by musicians’ characterological 
profile as well as instrumental abilities to be able to capture a specific emotional state in the 
composition. He would not necessarily hire Polish musicians; Trzaska often worked with jazz players 
from Denmark, Sweden and Australia (and incorporated sounds without any preconceived notion of 
how things should be) and would ask them to play their idea of Polish folk music (Trzaska, 2012). 
This is a very interesting method which I also tried to explore on my album when working with 
musicians from Poland and England. I did not want to hire people who can play Carpathian folk 
authentically; the point was to hire creative and sensitive musicians and channel their influence of 
Carpathian folk inspired by my music. I juxtaposed rock and folk instrumentation and contemporary 
post-production. This way of creating left a window of opportunity for unpredictable and exciting 
outcomes that, hopefully, have occurred. Here I see an ideological connection with Carpathian folk; 
spontaneity and liveness—no matter in what shape or form—accompanied me through the whole 
process.  
 
 
Carpathia  
 
Discussion of Carpathian folk must begin with the appropriate introduction of a geopolitical context. 
Carpathia is a region in Eastern Europe consisting of a series of mountain ranges reaching across 
Poland, Ukraine, Slovakia, Hungary and even Romania (Web.archive.org, 2010). I decided to use the 
term ‘Carpathia’ as a paradigm, referring primarily to Central and Eastern Europe with the focus on 
Southern Eastern Polish Carpathian area. Narrowing down the subject appears to be a rather 
problematic task as in the last 300 years, Carpathia was populated by several ethnic groups, mainly 
Polish and Ukrainians, but also by travelling citizens of today’s Hungary, Slovakia and Romania 
(Web.archive.org, 2010). Living there for the first 10 years of my life between 1994-2004 and not 
having contact with other cultures made it hard to notice any local regionalisms. Folk music existed 
to a marginal extent; it was the time of opening to Europe and societies had an appetite to catch up 
with Europe in every field, even sacrificing their own identity. Probably the most characteristic 
linguistic regionalism is Na Seru Mater! which is a colloquialism of Oh My God! with negative but 
jovial connotations. Popular in Northern Carpathia, it has its roots in Latin Mater Dei and Stabat 
Mater (Czesak, 2007). Nowadays, it is used only by the generation born no later than in the 1950s 
living in small towns and villages. On the other hand, the most distinctive musical regionalism I 
remember is how Carpathian musicians described a B7 chord (V); they would often refer to it as a 
Gypsy chord. Only after moving to the United Kingdom and meeting musicians from the other parts 
of Poland and Europe did I come to the realisation that only the Carpathians know what Na Seru 
Mater! means and what a Gypsy chord is. 
 
Carpathian folk as well as Polish folk in general, have been well documented by Oskar Kolberg – a 
nineteenth-century ethnographer who devoted his life to describing customs of the Polish 
countryside and notated thousands of songs and folk melodies from all over the country (Szlakiem 
Kolberga, 2015). From available sources, we know Kolberg visited Carpathia at least twice – the first 
time in 1865 and the second time between 1883-1885; these were his last ethnographic journeys 
(Kolberg, 1891). Those visits resulted in two books: ‘Przemyskie – ethnographic outline’ and 
‘Sanockie-Krosnienskie — 
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ethnographic outline’, which were the very first spark of inspiration for this project. It is worth 
mentioning that I was born in the Przemyskie area and spent my childhood in the Sanockie area.  
 
A lot of information about Carpathian folk music comes from sources describing folklore in a broader 
spectrum with music being only one of the elements. For example, Muzykanty by Franciszek Kotula 
(1981) contains genuine countryside stories mixed with tales often told by musicians. Situations take 
place in all sorts of events where music plays an important role, namely weddings and holidays. 
Kotula was considered by many to be the first ethnographer since Oskar Kolberg to touch upon the 
subject in such detail. His stories show that even at the turn of the 19th and the 20th century, there 
was already a competition between traditional folk music and its modern version – a situation that 
continues to date but only with a different perspective on the subject matter. Paradoxically, a rather 
small number of available academic sources show how inseparable music was from singing and 
dancing for the Polish countryside. This sort of approach can also be observed in other cultures 
where sometimes there are no individual words for dance and music as the two are strongly 
connected (Arbib, 2013). 
 
Carpathian folk music: some characteristics 
 
I have observed a number of features that are characteristic for Carpathian folk, and my knowledge 
of Carpathian music comes from a number of sources. The first one is living in small community 
where folklore played a significant role in everyday life. Until my departure from Poland in 2008, 
Sanockie area held regular cultural events (weekly and then monthly, to be finally annulled in 2010) 
full of folklore references: literature, art, games, dance and music. Many years later, living abroad 
and experiencing other cultures helped me to recognise those references as regionalism. 
Interestingly, native’s knowledge of what makes Carpathian folk music varies from non to 
extraordinary; however a few would be able to identify any specific musical features. Another 
source was a book Muzykanty by Franciszek Kotula (1981). Although Kotula focuses on lives of 
Carpathian musicians between 1930s and 1960s, the stories are full of information on how 
Carpathian folk groups worked at the time, and also instrumentation, song structures, and lyrical 
content. I have also studied Oskar Kolberg’s books and analysed over fifty notated pieces of music. I 
have also listened and analysed contemporary as well as dated Carpathian folk music found from a 
number of sources, which will be stated further in the essay. 
 
Key features of Carpathian folk are: 
- Instrumentation: hammered dulcimer, sopilka, double bass, clarinet, hurdy-gurdy, violin 
- Ostinato melodies in Harmonic minor scale 
- Lyrical content: traveling, life in the highlands 
- Long, trance-like improvised instrumental passages- related to its dance role during long 
wedding ceremonies  
- Vocal chanting over the main melody 
- Harmonising vocals- often in thirds and fifths – often only in the second half of a verse 
- A B A B A B song structure – characteristic for many folk music styles, however distinctive 
due to the lyrical content, with rarely repeated lyrics in choruses. Melodies would remain 
the same, however lyrics would change depending on the way the story goes. 
- On-the-beat melodies starting on the root note 
- Use of i, iv, v, V chords (for example C minor / F minor / G minor / G major)  
 
Carpathian folk music has very distinctive instrumentation. Many instruments were self-made by 
musicians and local amateur luthiers. Thanks to this, musicians were aware of the distinctiveness of 
their performance manner (Szyndler, 2009). The most common instruments are the sopilka (6-10-
hole woodwind instrument of the flute family), double bass, violin (often called a mazanki), hurdy-
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gurdy (called a lira korbowa by native Carpathians), and the hammered dulcimer (a chordophone 
instrument found all over the world under different names, often called a cimbalom). By the end of 
the 1890s, clarinets were introduced and remained until now (Kotula, Burszta and Sobieska, 1979). 
The hammered dulcimer was popularised in Carpathia thanks to travelling ‘Czardaszy’ Gypsies 
(Danak-Gajda, 2012). To this day, it is the most popular instrument used in Carpathian folk music. It 
is worth noting that in the earliest stage of rhythm development, lyrics seemed to be more 
important than the music and the subordination of the rhythm of the melody to the rhythm of the 
poem can be observed (Kolessa, 1970). The Carpathians believe that music relates to movement, 
dance and vocabulary; one must create it themselves and join it not only as a listener but also as a 
participant (Tarkiwska-Nahylanuk, 2016).  
Many compositions and melodies are based on a harmonic minor scale. Time signatures vary from 
2/4 and 3/4 and 3/8 (Kolberg, 1891) in West Carpathia to 5/8 and 7/8 towards East Carpathia 
(Kolberg, 1891) – inspired by travelling Jewish and Gypsy bands. Syncopated beats, speeding up and 
dynamic crescendos are strongly connected to its role as dance music. It is significantly important to 
note that Klezmer music had a massive impact on Carpathian folk music - Klezmer musicians inspired 
Carpathian players with melismatic singing, odd time signatures and improvisations over the main 
melody; vocal melodies often start with the root note of the scale going directly to the fourth or the 
fifth (Kolberg, Skulina and Linette, 1973). Carpathian folk groups would use a very contrasting 
soprano female and baritone male vocals harmonising in thirds and fifths. Interestingly, each phrase 
would start on the same note, then go to interval singing and end in octaves or unison. Harmonising 
in thirds is a very common feature in Ukrainian music; using fifths has its roots in Christian choral 
singing. All three are greatly used by The Boyan Ensemble of Kiev in ‘Under Your Mercy’ (Boyan 
Ensemble of Kiev, 2005).  
 
Carpathian music is a phenomenon in its own, as it largely derives from non-European traditions, 
namely Jewish and Arabic. This can be heard in the harmony, rhythm and lyrical content (Danak-
Gajda, 2012), although, each of its individual elements can be equally attributed to Western and 
Eastern folk music: extensive use of third intervals (Flamenco), melismatic improvisational singing 
(Hindu), rapid dynamic crescendos (Greek), odd time signatures (Klezmer), syncopated beats 
(Reggae) and lyrical content (Blues). However, only combining all those elements with original 
instrumentation gives us a true view on the genre and shows the density of the topic.  
Due to the geopolitical revolution in Poland and Ukraine from the 1850s to 1945, Polish folk music 
was subject to various changes which are associated with transformations in culture and education 
(Szyndler, 2009); however, Carpathian culture developed a very rich repertoire of its own collective 
practices, which became more important than their theological sense (Bielak, 2016).  
Due to national partitions, occupations and world wars, Lemkos and Boykos (Polish and Ukrainian 
ethnographic groups living in Carpathia from the 1600s to the mid-1940s) struggled with their 
identity (Falkowski and Pasznycki, 1935). Meeting other musicians and working outside of a region 
(i.e. army service) had an influence on the formation of the music (Danak-Gajda, 2012). Singing, 
playing music and dancing were the only entertainment; they gathered people, reconciled conflicts 
and consolidated societies. Very often, bands would perform all night long with no rest (Kotula, 
1979). It is important to mention that with its multicultural background, Carpathian folk contrasts 
with other subgenres of Polish folk music. Tunes from North-Western Poland have more in common 
with Bavarian music such as the use of accordions, faster tempos and major tonality.  
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The question of tradition 
 
Between 1945-1989, the Communist authorities used folklore to unify the society, and social 
differences were overshadowed; deforming folk art for the use of the urban public was a common 
practice (Polish Radio 2, 2016). The post-1989 revivalism resulted in debates on invented tradition 
and its impact on modern Polish music is significant. Opinions on the revivalism (Bithell and Hill, 
2014) are rather divided therefore it is important to be aware of the complexity of the issue, namely 
the issue of tradition, its origins and types. Mikolaj Trzaska, the Polish jazz and folk musician, 
accused Oskar Kolberg of smoothing out all the melodies and levelling the time signatures by 
notating folk tunes. It is worth noting that what Kolberg did in Poland, Cecil Sharp did in the United 
Kingdom and Bela Bartok did in Hungary. For many, the tradition is a synonym of folklore. Music 
folklore includes the whole phenomena of music being the property of a given community, that is, 
its musical culture – musical awareness, musical style (musical scales, typical melodic and rhythmic 
phrases, melisma, dynamics), repertoire (instrumental melodies, vocal melodies, song lyrics, 
technique), performance manners and social circumstances (Linette, 1970). This matches directly 
with Jozef Burszta’s definitions of the three types of Polish folklore: 
 
1. Traditional folklore: assumed as vanishing, rural: alive yet or just remembered hermetic 
verbal and music classifications.  
2. Reconstructed folklore: (also called performative) which consists of deliberately sustaining 
authentic types and content of traditional folklore, as well as the reconstruction of vanished 
ceremonial forms (e.g. weddings) with their already learned and stylistically developed vocal 
and instrumental side. 
3. Spontaneous contemporary folklore: it is spontaneous, constantly changing creativity, 
conditioned by the situation in which it manifests itself; shows some connections with 
traditional folklore (Burszta, 1987, p.124-128)  
 
Many academics classify the revival of Klezmer music in Eastern Poland as inauthentic, even 
referring to it as cultural theft ( alig rska,      . The point is that actions aimed at strengthening 
cultural traditions are good not only for its natural self-defence against the growing process of being 
lost in mass culture and an anonymous community, but also for making the right choices and 
tolerance for diverse cultures (Turek, 2001). The same group of scholars would probably agree with 
Szyndler’s theory that musical folklore in modern reality is a closed book (Szyndler, 2009). However, 
many think of it more as of a translation rather than a theft (Waligorska, 2013). Other academics 
believe that tunes and melodies are a subject of constant appropriation reaching beyond hermetic 
cultures and languages. Yet, despite its alterations, those ‘ritualised practices’ (Hobsbawm and 
Ranger, 2012) do not necessarily lose their impact and essence (Lomax, 1971). This opinion is 
reinforced by Bruno Nettl (1958) who stated that multiculturalism in music makes it eclectic with 
more variety. This issue of tradition—or as Hobsbawm would say invented tradition—was discussed 
by Michael Brocken in his 2003 book ‘The British Folk Revival’. He clearly states that a concept of folk 
music as a hermetic formation with no need to interact with other genres is erroneous (Brocken, 
     . Once again, this directly refers to Nettl’s theory of forming new variations of folk music by the 
conscious actions of deriving from old melodies and mixing them together (Nettl, 1958). 
 
After studying many works, one can conclude that the perception of looking at traditions often 
affects the idealisation of the past, especially when this past is associated with political problems like 
mass resettlements. This can be seen among the Lemko communities in Poland, which were 
subjected to enforced resettlement in 1946-47 (Slobin, 1996). 
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Contemporary bands  
 
In this paragraph, I will show how other artists have incorporated elements of Carpathian folk music. 
I will talk about specific elements in individual songs and refer to the aforementioned list of 
Carpathian folk features. The below list of artists is not in any way a comprehensive list. 
 
Pianist and composer Krzysztof Komeda was an early adopter of the use of elements of folk in jazz; 
especially in music written for Roman Polanski films. He would often extend a phrase by an 
additional bar with a minimalistic approach to harmony (he rarely went beyond two octaves on the 
piano) and combine it with simple, rhythmic on-beat melodies in minor key starting with the lowest 
note of the melody, often shifting the key (Komeda, 1967). Komeda's music inspired the rise of many 
bands in the 70's and 80's in Poland, among them jazz rock Voo Voo. Their music is largely inspired 
by Komeda, 70s prog rock, but also klezmer and arabic music, which can be heard in their long 
trance-like hypnotic composition Gdybym (Voo Voo, 2014) featuring Alim Quasimov who is 
considered by New York Times as one of the greatest singers alive (New York Times, 2010). Voo Voo 
blends rock electric guitars and drums with clarinet, saxophone and double bass. Their main 
characteristics are heard in ‘Tupot’, namely instrumental improvisations in Phrygian Dominant scale 
over repetitive trance-like drum beats and ostinato bass passages (Voo Voo, 2004).  
 
In 2014, a very interesting album was released by a Carpathian punk-rock group called KSU. On ‘Two 
Nations’, the band substitutes distorted guitar melodies for folk instruments such as the sopilka, 
violin, and hurdy-gurdy. The rhythm section still consists of traditional rock instrumentation – drums, 
bass and guitar; however, the lead melodies played in harmonic minor using the abovementioned 
instruments relate to the origins of the group (KSU, 2014). 
 
Warsaw Village Band derived from root music; their main characteristics are harmonising female 
vocals, repetitive arrangements, A B A B A B song structures, extensive use of third and fifth 
intervals, instrumentation: hammered dulcimer and violin, and old traditional Polish lyrics, often of 
unknown origin, and sped up (Warsaw Village Band, 2001). Especially in the last few years of their 
existence, they started using production as a prominent part of their albums, which can be heard in 
tunes such as Isue / Palinocka or Masovian Blues (Warsaw Village Band, 2015).  
  
In February 2018, I travelled to Warsaw to meet Tadeusz Kondraciuk – the leader of Polish folk group 
Werchowyna. Just like Oskar Kolberg, Kondraciuk travelled through the villages of Podkarpackie 
voivodship (Polish equivalent of a county) learning tunes from local musicians, which inspired him to 
form Werchowyna. Unlike Kolberg, he did not transcribe anything and only learnt by ear. The history 
of the band is rather interesting; starting out in 1991 as a reconstructive Carpathian folk group, they 
gave up instruments in the mid-2000s and focused on acapella compositions not only from Ukraine 
and Poland but also Hungary, Belarus and Slovakia (Kondraciuk, 2018). Meeting Tadeusz Kondraciuk 
was a very interesting experience; at the time, Werchowyna were preparing for their annual concert 
at the University of Warsaw. Kondraciuk pointed out that although the band rarely performs, each 
concert is a celebration. Referring to Burszta’s three types of folklore, this approach can be classified 
as ‘reconstructed folklore’. Even though Kondraciuk does not negate modern approaches to folk 
music, Werchowyna remains a hermetic project which helps the band preserve their style. One of 
the greatest representations of their distinctive style can be heard on Oj, liac’ieli hus’I (Werchowyna, 
2002), which does not have a clear sense of time signature, directly referring to Mikolaj Trzaska’s 
statement about Kolberg smoothing out folk music.  
 
After all, what Kondraciuk referred to as an authentic as possible performance (Kondraciuk, 2018) 
could only be his representation of the tunes heard in Carpathia back in the 1980s. We also cannot 
forget that Werchowyna is a 14-piece band and the other 13 members never heard those versions. 
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With no disrespect to Tadeusz Kondraciuk, the tunes he heard in the 1980s are most likely 
representations of the tunes from the 1940s, which were probably written back in the 19th century 
or even further back. They sound authentic to Kondraciuk because those were the first versions he 
heard and there is an emotional connection. Trying to navigate the beginning of this reversed 
parallel is a Sisyphean work as it seems to be a matter of opinion, and a matter of opinion only. 
Trzaska states that he does not agree with the opinion that correctness in tuning is a value in itself 
(Trzaska, 2016). This directly refers to John Frusciante stating: ‘The particular way the human mind 
creates or hears music is half of what the music is. Music in and of itself doesn’t have any complete 
value.’ 
 
Non-Polish artists also explored this music. In 2003, English violinist Nigel Kennedy cooperated with 
Jewish-Polish Klezmer group Kroke. The album ‘East Meets East’ contains original compositions as 
well as native tunes in their own Balkan/Jewish music arrangements. The album was a mixture of 
Kroke’s traditional approach to klezmer with Kennedy’s experimental sounds of processed 
overdriven violin solos. The group were famous for energetic live performances – dynamic 
crescendos and syncopated speeding up are Kroke’s trademark. On ‘East Meets East’, they blend 
different scales (very often in one song, namely Lullaby for Kamila) as well as odd time signatures – 
7/4 and 7/8; however, in some compositions, time signature varies from 3/4 to 5/4 (Kennedy and 
Kroke,      . The very same type of function can be observed in Kolberg’s transcribed music. 
Compositions were often written to dance where the musically uneducated dancers did not think 
about time signatures like we do in modern times- for them, any odd notes were just another step 
or a figure added to their dance. 
 
There are bands not associated with folk music who clearly derive from its elements. With my main 
focus in mind, I would like to talk about other rock acts who took on Eastern and Balkan European 
styles. Australian group Dirty Three are a great example of a band applying features characteristic of 
Eastern folk. Just like Werchowyna, they often play with unmeasurable time signatures. In Deep 
Waters, a non-apparent sense of time signature can be identified at times with the guitar and drums 
extending a phrase for another bar or two, which is a similar feature used by Krzysztof Komeda 
(Dirty Three, 1998). 
English group Alt-J often use elements of world music. Their composition Taro contains a simple 
two-note ostinato melody which juxtaposes with an ambient guitar, vocals harmonising thirds, and 
an eastern style drum beat (Alt-J, 2012). This track was the main inspiration for the fourth song on 
my album. Moreover, their 3WW could easily be classified as a Carpathian folk track with a 
minimalistic arrangement, extended sections, and a rhythmical on-the-beat melody starting with the 
lowest note of the scale sang over 12 bars (Alt-J, 2017). I use this approach on the ninth album track.  
My purpose is to take a little bit of inspiration from each of the above approaches. I would like to 
present an album with contrasting elements, juxtapositioned instruments, and unusual song 
structures.  
 
 
The album 
 
The key element was to make sure that the concept behind the album is clearly defined and easy to 
understand for someone who has never heard anything about Carpathian folk. I wanted the music 
and the production to be eclectic but consistent at the same time as it reflects what I cherish in 
Carpathian folk – spontaneity, sensitiveness and multiculturalism. As a composer at this stage, I 
decided to put myself in the counter position to my previous works. Specifically, for this project, I 
expanded my instrumental palette from guitar, bass and drums with backing vocals and learning to 
play the sopilka- a Carpathian flute.  
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Paradoxically, self-imposed limitations gave me more freedom. This resulted in many improvisations, 
use of click tracks only when necessary and minimal post editing; there are many first takes on the 
album. If the recorded track delivered the emotion I was going to deliver, I did not try to replace it 
with something else. Those micro inaccuracies, slight detuning or rhythmical slips were the essences 
of the project; thanks to this, each composition has its own unique character, which consequently 
connects the whole album. Inspired by Pawel Cieslak’s approach, I learned how to adapt mistakes in 
my composition and turn them into features (Cieslak, 2017). Listening to Carpathian folk albums, I 
realised that the emotional delivery is just as important as the performance itself, and a mistake is 
not to be defined by an incorrect note played, but by what I decide to do with it next (Mozdzer, 
2014).   
 
The featured artists are Zebedee Budworth on hammered dulcimer ( ,7,8,9,   , Steve O’Ryan on 
mountain dulcimer (7), Marzenka Bielamowicz-Janik on vocals (1, 10), Zuzanna Niska on vocals (3), 
Pawel Cieslak on clarinet (7), and Lukasz Lawrynowicz on percussion (2, 10). They all varied in age, 
technical abilities and knowledge of the repertoire. There are two interesting facts in regard to my 
guests on the album. Marzenka Bielamowicz-Janik is a former member of a Polish folk band 
Mazowsze who appeared as a backing band in Cold War- a 2018 melodrama directed by Pawel 
Pawlikowski that was nominated for an Oscar for Best Foreign Language Film of 2018. Pawlikowski’s 
previous work Ida received the award in the same category in 2015. Moreover, Pawel Cieslak is a 
producer for the Polish contemporary folk group Odpoczno. Cieslak is also a member of a Polish 
band Coma – nominated in the Fryderyki Awards (the Polish equivalent of the Grammys) for the Best 
Rock Album of 2017. 
While working with the invited musicians I took individual approach to each one of them. Less 
experienced musicians needed precise instructions which made them feel confident. More 
experienced ones have been given more freedom when it came to techniques used, dynamics and 
even harmony. For example it was Pawel Cieslak’s idea to record five-part harmony in the seventh 
track called “Sereda”. Initially I asked him to play the first part of the melody line in the higher 
octave, but his suggestion was add klezmer elements by recording a harmony in thirds and then 
octave above for each one. I have also followed this harmonic approach in other tracks, for example 
in the track 5 called “Bies”. Other example is Zebede’s work on hammered dulcimer in tracks   and 
10. He would often finish the main theme with fast staccato playing. This is a very characteristic 
feature of Carpathian folk music (found in Trzaska’s Wolyn), however he came up with the idea not 
knowing that is the case. I specifically asked him not to listen to any Polish folk records. With my 
confidence and trust in both Zebedee and Pawel came amazing results, and I believe 
“Niezapominajka” and “Sereda” are the highpoints of the album.  
The idea for the track 8 called “Anydah” was to let Zebedee improvise over a drone note. Once two 
tracks were recorded, I have removed the drone note and improvised over his hammered dulcimers. 
I found this approach very interesting as I had to make very fast decisions while recording.  
With some tracks I had a distinctively clear vision of what I was expecting which sped up recording 
process. In case of the third track “Lipka” I would ask the vocalist to record the track acapella, only 
listening to a click track. My aim was to keep the vocalist focused on the rhythm and the lyrical 
interpretation. I wanted to avoid ornaments as already at this point I knew I will fill the gaps 
between the verses with guitar glitches. A similar approach was taken when recording percussion 
too. The main purpose of the additional percussion was to enrich the groove of particular tracks by 
recording multiple shakers and tambourines at once with no overdubbing or double tracking. During 
the takes I would give instructions if I wanted to alter the dynamics. 
It was crucial for me to remember that I there were no preconceived notions and I was not making a 
folk record. Hence, production plays a massive role in the album. The use of reverbs, analogue 
delays and panning are something that I believe separates this album from folk records I have been 
listening to.  
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1. NIEZAPOMINAJKA  
I decided to open the album with a 6  years old bell clock sounds from my grandfather’s house 
followed by minimalistic piece based on a four-chord progression: i / VII / v / VI. Using a triad in the 
second inversion with the lowest three strings instead of a traditional guitar chord helped to 
emphasise darker timbres, tonality and dynamics. This approach was inspired by Henryk Gorecki’s 
(Polish classical composer whose works are inspired by Polish folk music) Symphony No. 3 where he 
mainly uses minor and major third and perfect fifth intervals, although played in a much lower 
register (Gorecki, 1977). The same harmony played two octaves above would sound rather typical, 
however lower register intervals seem to create clashing overtones emphasising its dramatic 
delivery. Another feature inspired by Gorecki and The Boyan Ensemble of Kiev is the use of a 
classical high-pitched female vocal (02:25), very common in Christian choirs in the Carpathian area. 
The vocalist improvised over the main theme smoothly goes from syllabic to melismatic chanting, 
which can be heard in many Klezmer tunes (Kennedy and Kroke, 2003). 
Despite no sense of time signature, the composition has a pulse thanks to a repetitive melody played 
on a hammered dulcimer. the main theme is played in a different way each time, namely with 
slightly different phrasing, choice of notes and dynamics. I wanted each chord to ring out profoundly 
with each string having an impact, which refers to Trzaska’s playing on olyn – very minimalistic and 
a lot of attention to each note played (Traska, 2016). The structure of the piece is A1 A2 B A2. I used 
the popular Carpathian ‘Gypsy’ chord (V7  to build up the tension just before the dynamic climax 
(02:45).  
 
2. NA POGRANICZU 
With the second composition, I wanted to gradually introduce more elements, yet keep the texture 
relatively thin. I used a diminished VII chord which along with the V implies the use of a harmonic 
minor scale (01:26 and 03:21). I substituted the clarinet and violin for an electric and acoustic guitar 
played with an e-bow aiming for sustained but simple melodies, which is a prominent part of my 
recontextualisation of the project. This way of recording helped me to emphasise every nuance of 
my guitar playing - minimal vibratos, slides and phrasing. It is worth noting that unlike the previous 
track, there is no main theme to it as various instruments take over at times, whether it is the 
backbeat on the drums, a perfect fifth interval played on the bass guitar, a single piano chord or a 
short guitar melody. Structurally it could be classified as A B C A B which can be heard in many of 
 erchowyna’s songs. I thought it would be quite interesting to use a heavily compressed acoustic 
guitar played with a legato technique and e-bow to mimic a characteristic hurdy-gurdy and clarinet 
phrasing (Trzaska, 2016). Its often-uncontrolled dynamics juxtapose with the melancholic 
atmosphere which helps to break out the predictability of the composition. Minimalism still plays a 
big role, but the tension is more profound.  
 
3. LIPKA 
‘Lipka’ is a traditional Polish folk tune. No one can establish its origins as it appears in many regions 
under different names and lyrics. The main features are a typical Carpathian minor key tonality with 
an exposed V chord, repeated in lines 2 and 3 of each verse and harmonising vocals in thirds.  
I listened to many versions of the track as I did not want to be inspired by any particular one. I 
decided to take a risky step; as per the above-mentioned recontextualisation, I decided to build an 
entirely contemporary arrangement with minimal use of instruments characteristic of Carpathian 
music.  
I recorded the vocal melody on a guitar as a ghost track and asked an indie-pop singer to follow it 
processed guitar is more exposed here and its aggressiveness contrasts with mellow singing. The 
arrangement and texture are somewhat minimalistic but with a lot more focus on the marching 
rhythm. Production wise, I wanted to blend dark rhythm timbres with bright vocals and guitar 
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mimicking hurdy-gurdy. The lyric is a linear story sang to a young boy from the perspective of a 
desperate girl who is getting married against her will. Interestingly, the first and the last verse 
contain the same words, but the viewpoint of the last verse is radically different by the vocal 
delivery and the content of the middle section lyrics. My interpretation is that the last verse is just 
the imagination of the girl who, to prevent the wedding, commits suicide. I suggest this kind of 
ending to the listener with extreme analogue delay, reverb and fuzz playing.  
 
4. NIEWESELE 
After three moderately dynamic compositions, I aimed to take a turn with the next one. The main 
theme is a klezmer-inspired chanting melody harmonising in thirds and fifths. As the previous track 
contains female singing, here I recorded the vocals myself to add another colour to the album. The 
filtered ostinato guitar melody generates high pitched overtones inspired by Trzaska’s clarinet 
playing in Wolyn (Trzaska, 2018). To get a unique sound, I recorded it using a cheap 2/4 size acoustic 
guitar with a 3-year-old low string tuned as high as possible. Processing the signal with a polyphonic 
octave generator made the instrument sound exceptionally unique. The track sits on a drum 
backbeat supported by klezmer-style percussion. The percussion groove has a feel of a 12/8 time 
signature but it was important for me to smoothly go between swinging and straight notes. The 
purpose was to capture a trance-like mood by having a simple vocal hook, which is easy to sing along 
with, and the rhythmic ostinato melody. This is mainly inspired by the Eastern Carpathian music. As 
an experiment and to keep a trance-like feeling of the track for the Middle 8 section I have captured 
a click track sound coming out of speakers via a dynamic microphone. 
 
5. BIES 
In terms of a number of individual features, this composition is the closest to Carpathian folk I get on 
this album. It is based on one chord switching to i / v / iv (C minor / G minor / F minor) which gives it 
a minor blues feel – a pattern I would often use in my rock composition. However, it’s played on an 
electric guitar tuned to Open C minor. Using a polyphonic octave generator and a slight detune 
helped me to get a timbre-like balalaika characteristic of Eastern Carpathian music. The main 
ostinato melody is based on a harmonic minor scale and, as in the previous composition, it appears 
throughout the whole song. The track gradually speeds up to reach its climax; this feature can also 
be heard in Wechowyna (Wechowyna, 1992). Then it slowly builds up again to reach even faster 
tempos. This is strictly connected to Ukrainian dance music. Moreover, adding low tuned drums 
popular in the Ukrainian Carpathian area creates a feel of a war preparation theme. I believe this 
composition has a strong sense of spontaneity and impulsiveness, which is one of the main 
characteristics of the Eastern Carpathian music. Interestingly, towards the end the percussion, I lost 
the groove for a split second (02:09), however, I decided to leave this take on the record; I turned 
this mistake into a feature by overdubbing the percussion and trying to mimic the same rhythmical 
slip.  
 
6. PROSTRIT 
Halfway through with a lot of features already exposed, I decided to continue the mood from the 
previous song by presenting a piece which is closest to my post-rock works. It is driven by a solid 
drumbeat, distorted muddy bass and filtered sharp guitars. The four-chord progression ends on a 
diminished note which gives it an unsettling appeal. Along with the processed guitar in the right 
channel (using fuzz and the polyphonic octave generator), it gives the song a modern rock and 
eastern blend. Inspired by Trzaska’s brass and clarinet swells on olyn (2017), I experimented 
playing with a volume knob on the guitar to remove any attack from the signal in order to achieve a 
blended timbre of violin, clarinet and organ. The middle 8 section (02:25) with an i / VI / iv / V chord 
progression is my personal highlight of the album. The repetitive drumbeat continues; guitars 
disappear, and the bass is exposed. I decided to erase the lead instrument in this section as I believe 
the melodic bassline deserved to be the main feature. Modern Carpathian folk bands use double 
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bass rather than the bass guitar, but I wanted to get a sound of an overdriven double bass. I used an 
electric guitar tuned down to Bb with a low output pickup and sent the signal into an analogue fuzz 
pedal and a lower octave generator. It has a very distinctive attack and sloppiness which juxtapose 
with tight guitars and drums. This is a very representative example of my approach to this album – 
take one feature of Carpathian folk and develop it further.  
 
7. SEREDA 
This song features more acoustic instruments than the previous two tracks: hammered dulcimer, 
mountain dulcimer, clarinet and sopilka. It is based on a chord progression going from IV to iv and 
ending on the V chord just before coming back to I (D minor / G major / G minor / A major / D 
minor). The main tune (played in a harmonic minor by hammered dulcimer and mountain dulcimer 
in the background) is a direct reference to the ostinato melody from the fifth track. Having several 
songs with the same leitmotif played differently is a common feature in Polish folk music (Trzaska, 
Kennedy and Kroke, 2003). As the mountain dulcimer played a rhythm pattern of only two notes in 
perfect fifth, I complemented it with layered electric guitars, adding the mediant note. I recorded 
each of the six strings individually with an e-bow in the barre chord positions. Individual layering to 
get a chord is something that Carpathian musicians used to do even back in the 1800s before the 
arrival of chordal instruments such as the hammered dulcimer (Gajda, 2012).  
 
The second half features a mellow and monotonous groove in 5/4 with syncopated patterns played 
by shakers and bass to achieve a trance-like effect (1:30 onwards). Towards the end, clarinets 
develop the bass melody but harmonising in thirds (03:10). Now the composition sounded probably 
the most ‘Carpathian’ therefore I added filtered guitar notes sent into an analogue delay to create 
an ambient layer. I did not want this track to sound too much like anything I have derived from Voo 
Voo, Mikolaj Trzaska or any other artists. That is why I am keen to keep juxtaposing elements.  
 
8. ANYDAH 
This track was inspired by Boyan Ensemble of Kiev’s Litany of Supplication (Boyan Ensemble of Kiev, 
2005). Keeping in mind that the songs were getting more and more thick-layered, I decided to take a 
step back with the eighth track. The main contrast here is Klezmer-inspired hammered dulcimer 
improvisation over a contemporary backing track featuring violin-like ambient guitar and broken 
percussion pieces. As Zebedee Budworth recorded many takes, I decided to pick the best lines, 
create two tracks and pan them wide to give it a call and response feel. Also, I mixed this into a 
single mono track, transposed an octave above with added reverb and consequently reversed it, 
which gives it a cinematic post-rock character and another layer. I especially enjoy opposing ambient 
elements with close and natural sounds. Calmness of this composition is supposed to focus the 
listener’s mind before the two intense final tracks. 
  
9. SWADA MEZELNIKA 
The main theme here is a simple on-beat tune starting with a root note – a feature appearing 
throughout the whole album. The actual melody was written in 2015 and was the main inspiration 
for the project. Oddly, it is played over seven bars of 4/4 which is very characteristic for Klezmer 
pieces (Kennedy and Kroke, 2003). To add unusual texture to the melody played on a hammered 
dulcimer, I overdubbed it with two different types of synthesisers. Halfway through, the composition 
shifts into a trance-oriented area (02:42) with a heavy drumbeat supported by Klezmer-inspired 
percussion and a driving bass line (03:36). Just like in the songs Niewesele and Bies, it is followed by 
an ostinato melody played on fuzz-filtered electric guitars, an acoustic guitar, a sopilka and a ukulele. 
Overall there were seven different tracks playing the lead melody and harmonising in thirds and 
fifths supported by a repetitive rhythm section, which is how Trzaska used the Sajn Orchestra for his 
arrangement on Wolyn (Trzaska, 2016). In the final section of the song (just like in Kennedy’s and 
Kroke’s Ajde Jano), I decided to end every other bar of the bass line with the minor second note 
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(04:12), changing it into a Phrygian dominant scale motive (Kennedy and Kroke, 2003). I believe it 
blends very well with the five-note ostinato melody. An eastern atmosphere is still heard even 
without using a harmonic minor scale.  
 
10. TRZY RAZY O PROG CHATY 
In many ways, Trzy Razy o Prog Chaty (Three Times on the Hut’s Doorstep) is a summary of what I 
have accomplished on this album. The first melody is a direct reference to the previous track (00:41). 
The main theme is a rendition of the melody from the seventh track, Sereda, but in a natural minor 
scale (01:19). Interestingly, being the final song recorded by Zebedee Budworth, I can hear how 
confident he felt playing to the given material. Using tremolo notes and dynamic crescendos (03:27) 
on this track, his phrasing refers directly to Trzaska and Kroke. I proved to myself that one does not 
have to be an authentic player from a certain area to be capable of expressing their emotions in 
music. I wanted the piece to be interesting to listen to many times. The hammered dulcimer melody 
is supported by a synthesiser, electric guitar and electric piano all playing in higher octaves, which 
gives the song blissful character. It is supported by classical opera singing in the background (02:43). 
I juxtaposed this melancholic mood with crunchy guitar hooks – a feature not heard in any of the 
previous tracks. I wanted to be able to get a sound of an ambient string orchestra mixed with the 
hurdy-gurdy. I decided to use a polyphonic octave generator, split the signal into 3 different octaves, 
and send it into a reversed reverb. Then, I mixed the three signals together and sent into a long hall 
reverb. Despite the fact the signal is a reversed path, it is still being played live.  
 
The title of the composition refers to an ancient custom from my hometown, where Carpathians, 
carrying the dead to the church, struck the coffin three times on the doorstep of the deceased’s hut 
so that the deceased could say goodbye. I wanted to be able to express it musically hence 
instruments are fading out towards the end. After 66 seconds of silence, I use a similar instrument 
for a short final étude. Its ambient character is a metaphor of reaching the empyrean – the highest 
point in heaven. This final piece is a perfect blend of my inspirations from both post-rock (ambient 
blissful tones) and Carpathian folk (sensitiveness and emotional delivery).   
 
Conclusion 
 
Listening to the records, researching academic as well as non-academic sources, and analysing the 
musical material leads to only one conclusion: folk music is a continual and evolving subject with 
endless definitions. There will hardly be any consensus about what pure folk music is. But, is this 
consensus necessary? Living traditions should be open, and what is or is not authentic is to be 
judged only by a listener’s perception. ho is to say that modern Carpathian folk groups are or are 
not truthful? This is undoubtedly a subjective matter affected by one’s upbringing, knowledge of the 
history of the topic and, most importantly, personal preference. What seems to one person like a 
trustworthy representation of Carpathian folk may seem a false and dishonest profanity to others. 
Both sides have rights to their opinion if it is not forced onto others. A history of Carpathian folk 
music shows that through constant evolution, whether it is the influence of Hungarian hammered 
dulcimer players or Klezmer clarinettists, the character of the music is still apparent. The tools used 
for expressing the emotions may vary, but the emotional delivery remains the same. Contrary to 
popular opinion, folk music is a module of constantly evolving elements. It may seem like a hermetic 
structure, but the changes do happen all the time, only in a longer period, which is why they may not 
be perceptible.  
  
Broadly speaking, in my post-rock music, I employed many elements inspired by Carpathian folk 
music – long mantra-like structures, use of harmonic minor, improvisation, spontaneity and 
speeding up, playing with time signatures, using instruments popular in Carpathian folk such as the 
hammered dulcimer, clarinet and sopilka, harmonising in thirds and fifths, and structuring chord 
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progressions. I have found out that blending Carpathian folk instrumentation with contemporary 
production and using Carpathian music features in contemporary experimental post-rock can be 
done. The reason I believe applying those elements was successful is that it still sounds modern with 
many recording techniques applied, however, the emotional delivery and spontaneity are still there. 
I cannot forget to say that the historical and musicological analysis greatly influenced my music, 
especially when it came to the technical side. As a guitarist, I am no longer looking for perfectionism 
in my playing. When composing, or constructing a chord progression, riff or melody, I am not trying 
to make it smooth and polished; I learned that the beauty lies in those glitches, mini-flaws and 
rhythmical slips which are impossible to transcribe and repeat. Playing the same set of notes in a 
‘clean’ way and ‘folk way’ will be radically different. I believe I became more and more aware of my 
playing and, in the future, I aim to develop my style even further.  
 
The album derives from both musical and ideological inspirations of Carpathian folk music. I 
approached the subject with all respect and admiration to its roots and its importance, however, I 
did not want my artistic aspirations to be repressed. I believe that showing the knowledge of the 
historical aspects, being able to understand the issue and thorough analysis is enough to give me 
creditability to apply it in the music as per my personal preference, without worrying about its 
authenticity and the opinions of others. Therefore, musically and ideologically, this is as honest and 
courageous as I could be. 
 
Scanned notations and Carpathian folk music descriptions taken from of 
Oskar Kolberg’s and Franciszek Kotula’s books and Carpathian folk 
magazines. 
 
Carpathian tunes and melodies notated by Oskar Kolberg 
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Scans of Theory of music rhythm articles in Carpathian folk magazines 
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Pictures of Carpathian musicians and explanations of how Carpathian folk bands existed - extracted 
from Kotula’s Muzykanty book 
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